Abstract-Risk management is critical for wind producers to
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constraints to ensure that the resulting decision-making model 134 is feasible.
135
In the literature, limited research has been done on the use 136 of stochastic dominance constraints for the risk management 137 in power system planning and operation or electricity market 138 applications. To the best of the authors' knowledge, stochastic 139 dominance constraints have been used in the work to determine 140 an electricity retailer's optimal participation in forward and 141 short-term markets to meet its demands [22] , [23] , the opti-142 mal design and operation of a power system with distributed 143 generation with uncertainties [24] , [25] , the optimal generation 144 capacity expansion with uncertainty [26] , the optimal portfolios 145 for electric utility companies [27] , [28] , the optimal trading 146 strategy for a virtual power plant (a cluster of diverse distributed 147 energy resources) in bilateral contracts and electricity markets, 148 the optimal self-scheduling of a large consumer considering 149 market uncertainty [29] , and the optimal bidding strategy for 150 a wind power producer in the day-ahead market [30] . However, 151 none of the existing work discussed how the benchmarks were 152 selected, which is a major obstacle to implementing stochastic 153 dominance constraints in risk management.
154
Motivated by the authors' preliminary study in [30] , this 155 paper proposes the use of the second-order stochastic domi-156 nance constraints (SOSDCs) for the risk management of a wind 157 power producer's bidding model. The wind power producer 158 participates in the day-ahead and balancing (real-time) markets 159 and faces three statistically independent uncertainties, which are 160 wind power generation, day-ahead clearing price, and real-time 161 clearing price. The uncertainties are represented by scenarios 162 in the stochastic-programming-based bidding model. The main 163 contributions of this paper include the following: 164 1) Developed a stochastic bidding model using the SOSDCs 165 for the risk management to generate the optimal bidding 166 strategy for a wind power producer.
167
2) Proposed a novel optimization-based benchmark selec-168 tion method to fulfill the risk manager's preferences and 169 ensure the feasibility of the bidding model. The proposed 170 method is applicable not only to the bidding problem under 171 study but to any stochastic programming problem with 172 SOSDCs.
173
3) Conducted a comparative study between the CVaR and 174 SOSDCs for managing the risks of a wind power pro-175 ducer's bidding model to demonstrate the superior perfor-176 mance and more flexibility of the SOSDCs over the CVaR 177 in managing the negative tail of the profit distribution.
178
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 179 presents the market framework and the risk-neutral bidding 180 model for a wind power producer, discusses different risk mea-181 sures and risk management strategies, and presents the bidding 182 model using CVaR to manage the risk. Section III presents the 183 proposed bidding model for a wind power producer using the 184 SOSDCs for the risk management and proposes an optimization-185 based benchmark selection method for the SOSDCs. Case stud-186 ies for an 80 MW wind farm are carried out in Section IV 187 to evaluate and compare the bidding models using CVaR and 188 SOSDCs for the risk management. Section V summarizes the 189 paper by concluding remarks. sequence of the electricity market is shown in Fig. 1 [31] . The 
B. Risk-Neutral Bidding Model for Wind Power Producer

212
The bidding problem of a wind power producer is subjected 
Max
Subject to: where the expected profit in the objective function (1) 
D. Bidding Model Using CVaR for Risk Management
277
The risk management using CVaR can be implemented in the 278 risk-neutral bidding model (1)- (4) of the wind power producer,
279
and the resulting bidding model is expressed by (5)- (10).
Subject to:
where constraints to the set of constraints of a stochastic program-294 ming problem. The constraints impose a benchmark distribution 295 that changes the feasible region of the optimization problem 296 [20], [21] . All undesirable solutions are excluded from the 297 modified feasible region, and the optimal portfolio obtained by 298 solving the optimization problem will outperform the imposed 299 benchmark defined according to the risk manager's preference. 300 Stochastic dominance constraints can be constructed in differ-301 ent orders; while the most commonly used are the first and 302 second orders. The first-order stochastic dominance constraint 303 makes the optimization problem non-convex; while the prob-304 lem with the SOSDCs is convex. In both cases, a benchmark 305 should be chosen carefully to avoid infeasibility of the problem. 306 To the best of the authors' knowledge, the benchmarks used 307 in the stochastic-dominance-based risk management models in 308 the literature were usually selected heuristically; no work has 309 presented a benchmark selection method or provided guidelines 310 on how to select the benchmark. This obstacle is resolved in 311 this paper by a novel optimization-based benchmark selection 312 method that is applicable to any stochastic programming prob-313 lem with SOSDCs.
314
A. Bidding Model Using SOSDCs for Risk Management
315
By adding the SOSDCs (15)- (17) to the risk-neutral bidding 316 model (1)- (4), a bidding model with the SOSDC-based risk 317 management is obtained as (11)-(17).
319
The benchmark is imposed in the model via the added 320 SOSDCs (15)-(17). These constraints ensure that the optimal 321 objective function's distribution second-order stochastically 322 dominates the predetermined benchmark distribution. The 323 benchmark can have any number of scenarios N v . Each scenario 324 has a probability τ ν (or τ ν ) and a prefixed value k v (or k ν ). The 325 added SOSDCs and the imposed benchmark will change the 326 Fig. 3 . CDFs of the optimal objective functions' distributions of the risk neutral problem (1)- (4) and the risk-averse problem (5)- (10) Then, a yellow rectangular region in Fig. 3 is defined as follows. For the one-scenario benchmark, the prefixed value of the single 373 scenario, k 1 , defines the prefixed minimum profit limit X. For a 374 two-scenario benchmark, the first scenario can take any prefixed 375 value k 1 = X within the benchmark's effective feasible region, 376 but the second scenario's prefixed value is zero (k 2 = 0) to put 377 a limit Y on the probability of the negative tail of the profit 378 distribution.
379
The selection of the number of benchmark scenarios N v and 380 their probabilities τ v and prefixed values k ν (ν = 1, . . . , N v ) 381 depends on the risk manager's preference. A benchmark with 382 more scenarios provides more flexible and, thus, better risk 383 management. However, the computational cost of solving the 384 problem (11) 
A. Simulation Setup
403
The wind farm has a total installed capacity of 80 MW. The the forward-selection-based scenario reduction technique [32] 413 is applied to reduce the scenario numbers of the wind power Table II. are compared in Fig. 5 . Both the cases A and D have a rectangular 443 effective feasible region that is bounded by the worst scenarios of 444 the two extreme cases of risk management, i.e., the risk-neutral 445 and the most risk-averse settings. However, the effective feasible 446 region of Case B or C is a vertical line, which indicates that the 447 worst scenarios of the two extreme cases of risk management 448 are equivalent. This happens because the price in one market is 449 always higher than the price in the other market. For example, in 450 Case B, the real-time price is always higher than the day-ahead 451 price. Hence, regardless of the risk-aversion level, the rational 452 decision is to bid all wind generation in the market with the 453 higher price.
454
The scenarios of market prices usually have nonnegative val-455 ues. Hence, without loss of generality, only nonnegative values 456 are considered for the scenarios of market prices in the following 457 discussions.
458
C. Bidding Model Using SOSDCs for Risk Management
459
Basically, a one-scenario benchmark is a vertical line, which 460 forces the profit distribution obtained from the bidding model 461 not to exceed its prefixed value, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for 462 three different one-scenario benchmarks (dotted lines) used for 463 the same hour. Each benchmark and the corresponding profit 464 distribution in solid line are in the same color. Clearly, the 465 worst profit scenario cannot exceed the prefixed value of the 466 benchmark in each case. Although most of the aforementioned 467 Fig. 6 . CDFs of a one-hour profit obtained from the SOSDC-based bidding model using three different one-scenario benchmarks. The yellow rectangle defines the benchmark's effective feasible region. Fig. 7 . CDFs of a one-hour profit obtained from the SOSDC-based bidding model using three different two-scenario benchmarks. The yellow rectangle defines the benchmark's effective feasible region.
risk measures can control the probability of the defined tail 468 (i.e., risk), none of them can manage the worst profit scenario 469 directly as the SOSDCs with a one-scenario benchmark does.
470
The SOSDCs with a two-scenario benchmark can manage 471 the worst profit scenario and the probability of the negative tail 472 simultaneously and directly, as shown in Fig. 7 . All of the three 
D. Comparison of CVaR and SOSDCs for Risk Management
485
If the mean-CVaR approach is used to manage risk, the objec-486 tive function is formulated to maximize the expected profit while 487 minimizing the risk defined by the expectation of the predefined 488 (1 − α)-quantile tail of the profit distribution, where α ranges 489 from 0% to 100%. The trade-off between the maximization and 490 minimization is controlled by the risk-aversion parameter β, 491 which ranges from 0 to 1. On the other hand, if the SOSDCs are 492 used for risk management, they impose a predefined benchmark 493 to modify the problem's feasible region. The benchmark can 494 be imposed to flexibly modify the problem's feasible region 495 by changing its corner points. In this way, any point in the 496 problem's feasible region can be chosen to be the best corner 497 point (the optimal solution) in the modified feasible region of 498 the problem. Such flexibility is not achievable by managing 499 the values of the risk management parameters α and β in the 500 mean-CVaR approach. Risk management can be defined as a 501 procedure for shaping a portfolio distribution. Thus, the supe-502 rior flexibility of the SOSDC approach, over the mean-CVaR 503 approach, in selecting the optimal distribution of the objective 504 function, makes it more suitable for the risk management of 505 the bidding problem. This superior flexibility of the SOSDC 506 approach can be demonstrated via comparing the results of 507 the two approaches for the bidding problem with different risk 508 management preferences that span the feasible ranges of the risk 509 management parameters. First, the mean-CVaR with different 510 combinations of α = [0%:1%:99%] and β = [0:0.01:1] are used 511 in the bidding model (5)- (10) to manage the risk of the one-hour 512 profit distribution of the wind power producer. Out of the 10,100 513 different cases tested, only 439 different optimal solutions are 514 obtained and plotted in Fig. 9 , indicating that many cases with 515 different α and β values have the same optimal solution. A single 516 CDF of the optimal profit obtained from the SOSDC-based 517 bidding model is also plotted in Fig. 9 and obviously cannot 518 be represented by any of the 439 CDFs of the optimal profit 519 Fig. 9 . CDFs of a one-hour profit obtained from the CVaR-based bidding model using different combinations of α and β, and a CDF obtained from the SOSDC-based bidding model for the same hour. 
535
The results in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show that the SOSDC-536 based bidding model can offer more optimal solutions than 537 Fig. 11 . Expected value of the optimal profit distribution (i.e., expected profit) versus prefixed value X of the imposed one-scenario benchmark, where the blue dots labeled as "SOSDC" represent the profit distributions in Fig. 10 and the orange dots labeled as "CVaR and SOSDC" represent the profit distributions in Fig. 10 that are identical to those in Fig. 9 .
the mean-CVaR-based bidding model even with less number 538 of cases tested. In other words, the SOSDC-based bidding 539 model can offer optimal solutions that cannot be offered by the 540 mean-CVaR-based bidding model. Similar results were obtained 541 for other hours of the bidding problem under study. However, it 542 is important to mention that the mean-CVaR and SOSDC-based 543 models would provide identical results at each of the two extreme 544 cases of risk management, i.e., the risk-neutral and the most 545 risk-averse settings.
546
In the wind power bidding problem under study, only the 547 financial gain/loss from the electricity market participation is 548 considered in the objective function; while the unit generation 549 cost is ignored because it is either zero or constant through a 550 power purchase agreement and does not depend on the market. 551 In such a case, the scenarios with negative profit values (i.e., the 552 negative tail) are considered as the risk. When these negative 553 profit values and their probabilities are high, the portfolio's risk 554 is high.
555
The mean-CVaR approach, which manages the (1 − α)-556 quantile tail, cannot manage the negative tail directly, as shown 557 in Fig. 12 , which shows the CDFs of the optimal hourly profits 558 for 24 hours of a day were obtained from the mean-CVaR-based 559 bidding model with α = 95% and β = 0.2. Many CDFs still have 560 large negative tails, which means high risks, as the (1 − α)-561 quantile tails depend on other parameters of the problem, such as 562 the probabilities and values of the uncertain variables' scenarios, 563 which change from one hour to another. To solve this problem, 564 different values of α and β should be used for different hours 565 to manage the negative tail instead of the (1 − α)-quantile 566 tail. On the contrary, the SOSDCs with a fixed benchmark can 567 be applied for all hours to manage the negative tails directly 568 regardless of other parameters of the problem. For the same 569 24 hours of Fig. 12 , the bidding model using the SOSDCs with 570 Fig. 12 . CDFs of the optimal hourly profits for 24 hours of a day obtained from the CVaR-based bidding model with α = 95% and β = 0.2. Fig. 13 . CDFs of the optimal hourly profits for 24 hours of a day obtained from the SOSDC-based bidding model using a two-scenario benchmark. a two-scenario benchmark is solved to obtain the 24 CDFs of 571 the optimal profits, as shown in 
V. CONCLUSION
582
In this paper, a stochastic optimization model using the SOS-
583
DCs to manage the risk was proposed to generate the optimal bid-584 ding strategy for a wind power producer in the day-ahead market; 585 and a novel optimization-based benchmark selection method 586 was proposed to overcome the main obstacle against using the 587 SOSDCs for risk management. Case studies were carried out for 588 an 80 MW wind farm using the proposed SOSDC-based bidding 589 model and the CVaR-based bidding model as CVaR is the most 590 commonly used risk measure in electricity market applications. 591 The effects of different parameters of the CVaR and SOSDC 592 approaches were studied. Compared to the CVaR approach that 593 only uses two parameters α and β to represent the risk prefer-594 ence, the proposed SOSDC-based risk management approach 595 provided more flexibility in representing the risk preference of 596 the decision maker via defining a benchmark distribution with 597 more parameters and is more efficient in managing the negative 598 tail of the profit distribution, which is the best representation 599 of the risk for the bidding problem under study. As risk man-600 agement is a procedure of shaping a portfolio distribution, the 601 SOSDC approach could offer optimal profit distributions that 602 could not be offered by the CVaR approach, as demonstrated in 603 the case studies. Compared to the SOSDCs, the CVaR is more 604 suitable for measuring risk rather than managing risk, as it does 605 not use a profit target value but the (1 − α)-quantile of the profit 606 distribution.
607
